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Abstract—In this paper we review different Steganography techniques which not only hides the message behind the image but also provides 

security. Data is generally in the form of text, audio, video and image steganography algo can be applied to audio, video, and image file. Hiding 

secret information in image file is known as image steganography and in video file is known as video steganography. In tis paper have been 

discussed various techniques & steganography like spatial domain transform domain, vector embedding, and statistical technique, distortion 

technique, masking and filtering techniques. 

Index Terms—Steganography, Data hiding; Audio; Video; Text; spatial domain, transform domain, Security; LSB; Encryption, Cover writing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent trends in the world, the communication is the basic 

necessity of every growing area. The growth of modern 

communication technologies imposes a special means of 

security mechanisms especially in case of data networks. 

Everyone wants the secrecy and safety of their communicating 

data. Information security is a major issue of concern while 

exchanging a data in an open network, as internet is not only a 

single network it is worldwide collection of loosely network. 

The network security is becoming more important as the 

volume of data being exchanged over the Internet increases 

day by day. The two important techniques for providing 

security are cryptography and steganography. Both are well 

known and widely used methods in information security.  

Steganography and Cryptography both plays a very important 

role in information security [1].  

In cryptography, the message is modified in an encrypted form 

with the help of encryption key which is known to sender and 

receiver only. The message cannot be accessed by anyone 

without using the encryption key. However, the transmission 

of encrypted message may easily arouse attacker’s suspicion, 

and the encrypted message may thus be intercepted, attacked 

or decrypted violently. In order to overcome the shortcomings 

of cryptographic techniques, steganography techniques have 

been developed. Steganography is the art and science of 

communicating in such a way that it hides the existence of the 

communication. Thus, steganography hides the existence of 

data so that no one can detect its presence [2]-[3].  

In steganography the process of hiding information content 

inside any multimedia content like image, audio, video is 

referred as a “Embedding”. For increasing the confidentiality 

of communicating data both the techniques may be combined. 

So, steganography (hiding information) and cryptography 

(protecting information) are totally different from one another. 

Due to invisibility or hidden factor it is difficult to recover 

information without known procedure in steganography. 

Detecting procedure of steganography known as Steganalysis. 

Good imperceptibility and sufficient data capacity (efficiency 

of hidden information) are two properties which should be 

possessed by all the steganography techniques. Some shared 

secret – key known as Stego-key is used in steganography 

algorithm. Figure (1) Shows Block Diagram of Steganography  

 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Steganography 

The survey was conducted on various steganography 

techniques which are very helpful and useful for providing 

better information security along with some cryptography 

techniques and some other techniques such as LSB, LSBM, 

LSBMR, SSHDT, RSTEG, OPA, Genetic-X mean algorithm, 

VSS, SDSS, FDSS, BPCS, GLM algorithm, SDS, Transform 

domain techniques, Distortion techniques etc. In this paper, 

includes the various papers on steganographic techniques. All 

the papers which are discussed in the literature review were 

taken from IEEE explore. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the 

concept and definitions regarding steganography with 

techniques. Section III presents the review of phase controlled 

of 3-phase IM drive. Section IV presents the summary of the 
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paper. Section V presents the conclusion and future work of 

research work. 

II. STEGANOGRAPHY OVERVIEW 

Steganography is a Greek word which means concealed 

writing. The word “steganos” means “covered “ and “graphial 

“ means “writing”. The origin of steganography is the 

biological and physiological. The term “steganography” came 

into use in 1500’s after the emergence of Trithemius’ book on 

the subject “Steganographia”.. But today’s most of the people 

transmit the data in the form of text, images, video, and audio 

over the medium. In order to safely transmission of 

confidential data, the multimedia object like audio, video, 

images are used as a cover sources to hide the data The 

overview of steganography field can be divided into three 

parts in given table –I [4]-[5]. 

Table-I 

Past Present Future 

It’s very older 

origins can be 

traced back to 

440 BC. 

The majority of 

today’s 

steganographic 

systems uses the 

multimedia 

objects like 

image; audio; 

video etc 

Nowadays, 

“Hacking” is 

very famous 

term 

In early times, 

messages were 

hidden on back of 

the wax writing 

tables, written on 

the stomachs of 

the rabbits, or the 

tattooed on the 

scalp of slaves 

Its cover media 

because 

people often 

broadcast digital 

pictures over 

email and other 

Internet 

communication 

It is nothing but 

an 

unauthorized 

access of data 

which can be 

collected at the 

time of the data 

transmission 

Invisible ink has 

been in use for 

centuries-for fun 

by children and 

students and for 

serious espionage 

by spies & 

terrorists [7]. 

in present world 

of 

steganography 

various 

steganographic 

techniques have 

been proposed 

Steg analysis is 

a process in 

which a 

steganalyzers 

cracks the 

cover object to 

get the hidden 

data 

Cryptography 

became very 

common place in 

the middle 

periods 

There are 

certain cases in 

which a 

combination of 

Cryptography & 

Steganography 

It is hoped that 

Steganography 

along with 

Cryptography 

may improve 

the privacy as 

is used to 

achieve data 

privacy over 

secrecy 

well as secrecy. 

 

III. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY 

The various types of steganography include, Depending on the 

type of the cover object there are many suitable 

steganographic techniques discussed section-III-IV, which are 

followed in order to obtain security as shown in figure (2) [6]-

[8]. 

 

Fig. 2 Digital Medium to Achieve Steganography 

3.1 Text file Steganography:  

Secret Data is hided in a text file. In this method, the secret 

data is hidden behind every nth letter of every words of text 

message. Text steganography requires less memory as it can 

only store text files. It provides quick communication or 

transfer of files from one computer to another. Text 

steganography is not commonly used as text files containing 

large amount of redundant data. Numbers of methods are 

available for hiding data in text file. These methods are i) 

Format Based Method; ii) Random and Statistical Method; iii) 

Linguistics Method [8]. 

3.2 Image Steganography:   

The process of concealing the secret message in an image file 

is known as image steganography, hiding the data by taking 

the cover object as image is referred as image steganography It 

has certain limitations like you cannot embed a large amount 

of data in an image because it may distort which may arise 

suspicion that the image might contain any information.. The 

conventional image steganography algorithm is LSB 

embedding algorithm.  

3.3 Audio Steganography:  
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The method of hiding secret information in an audio is known 

as audio steganography. It is also very robust in nature but 

with limitation of the amount of data one can hide. This 

method hides the data in WAV, AU and MP3 sound files. 

There are different methods of audio steganography. These 

methods are 

 i) Low Bit Encoding ii) Phase Coding iii) Spread Spectrum. 

 

 

3.4 Video Steganography: 

Steganography methods have mostly two types, spatial domain 

and frequency domain technique. 

 Spatial Domain Based Method: 

 Transform Domain Based Method: 

The method of hiding secret information in a video is known 

as video steganography. In this case video (combination of 

pictures) is used as carrier for hiding the data. Generally 

discrete cosine transform (DCT) alter the values (e.g., 8.667 to 

9) which is used to hide the data in each of the images in the 

video, which is unnoticeable by the human eye. H.264, Mp4, 

MPEG, AVI are the formats used by video steganography. 

3.5 Network or Protocol Steganography:  

Network or protocol Steganography methods are uses 

Modification of a single network protocol. It involves hiding 

the information by taking the network protocol such as TCP, 

PDU (Protocol Data Unit), UDP, ICMP, IP etc, as cover 

object. It is highly secure and robust [8]. 

IV. TECHNIQUES OF STEGANOGRAPHY 

There are various steganography techniques used based on the 

information to be hidden. In this paper we describe brief 

review of several image steganography techniques are as 

follows. Figure 3 shows the various steganography techniques 

are broadly classified into different categories: 

A. Spatial Domain Technique:   

In spatial domain steganography method, for hiding the data 

some bits are directly changed in the image pixel values. Most 

used method in this category is least significant bit .Spatial 

domain techniques are classified into following [9]-[12]:  

 

Fig. 3Techniques of Steganography 

a1. Least Significant Bit Insertion (LSB):  

In this technique a simple approach to embedding is done by 

replacing the least significant bits of cover-image pixels with 

the bits of secret data. The image obtained after embedding is 

almost similar to original image because the change in the 

LSB of image pixel does not bring too much differences in the 

image. 

a2. Binary Pattern complexity (BPC):  

In this segmentation of image are used by measuring its 

complexity. Complexity is used to determine the noisy block. 

In this method noisy blocks of bit plan are replaced by the 

binary patterns mapped from a secret data  

a3. Pixel Value Differencing (PVD): In this method, two 

consecutive pixels are selected for embedding the data. 

Payload is determined by checking the difference between two 

consecutive pixels and it serves as basis for identifying 

whether the two pixels belongs to an edge area or smooth area.  

B. Transform Domain Based Technique: 

These techniques try to encode message bits in the transform 

domain coefficients of the image. Data embedding performed 

in transform domain is widely used for robust watermarking. 

Transform domain techniques are classified into various 

categories such as  

b1. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): in this technique 

a Discrete Fourier transform is the transform that are purely 

discrete: discrete-time signals are converted into discrete 

number of frequencies. These techniques are converting a 

finite list of equally spaced samples of a function into the list 
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of coefficients of a finite combination of complex sinusoids 

ordered by their frequencies. It can be said to convert the 

sampled function from its original domain often time or 

position along a line to the frequency domain [12].  

b2. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): In this technique 

is similar to the Discrete Fourier Transform. DCT transform 

the signal or image from spatial domain to the frequency 

domain. The mathematical transforms convert the pixels in 

such a way as to give the effect of “spreading” the location of 

the pixel values over part of the image.  

b3. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): In this technique is 

used to transform the image from a spatial domain to the 

frequency domain. In the process of steganography DWT 

identifies the high frequency and low frequency information of 

each pixel of the image. It is mathematical tool for 

decomposing an image hierarchically. It is mainly used for 

processing of non-stationary signals. 

C. Vector Embedding: 

A vector embedding method that uses robust algorithm with 

codec standard (MPEG-1 and MPEG -2) .This method embeds 

audio information to pixels of frames in host video. It is based 

on the H.264/AVC Video coding standard. The algorithm 

designed a motion vector component feature to control 

embedding, and also to be the secret carrier. The information 

embedded will not significantly affect the video sequence's 

visual invisibility and statistical invisibility. The algorithm has 

a large embedding capacity with high carrier utilization, and 

can be implementing fast and effectively [13]. 

D. Spread spectrum: 

In this technique is used a secret data spread over a wide 

frequency bandwidth. The ratio of signal to noise in every 

frequency band must be so small that it becomes difficult to 

detect the presence of data. Even if parts of data are removed 

from several bands, there would be still enough information is 

present in other bands to recover the data. Thus it is difficult to 

remove the data completely without entirely destroying the 

cover .It is a very robust approach used in military 

communication [13]-14]. 

E. Statistical Technique: 

In this technique message is embedded by changing several 

properties of the cover. It involves the splitting of cover into 

blocks and then embedding one message bit in each block. The 

cover block is modified only when the size of message bit is 

one otherwise no modification is required [15]. 

F. Distortion Techniques: 

In this Technique is used to store the secret data by distorting 

the signal. An encoder applies a sequence of modifications to 

the cover image and the decoder phase decodes the encrypted 

data to the original data with the secret data by using some 

secret key [16]. 

G. Masking and Filtering: 

In this technique is used to hides the data by marking an 

image. This approach is valuable where watermarks become a 

portion of the image. The data will be embedded where the 

more significant part of the image rather than hiding it into the 

noisy portion. The watermarking techniques are more 

integrated into the image and it can be applied without the fear 

of destruction of the image. This technique is used in 24 bit 

and grey scale images [15], [16]. 

V. A LITERATURES SURVEY REGARDING WITH 

VARIOUS RECENT STEGANOGRAPHY 

TECHNIQUES 

The several characteristics of information hiding discussed 

[17], has been suggested Steganography is the art of passing 

information in a manner that the very existence of the message 

is unknown. The goal of steganography is to avoid drawing 

suspicion to the transmission of a hidden message. The recent 

growth in computational power and technology has propelled 

it to the forefront of today's security techniques of 

contemporary steganography techniques for image in spatial 

and transform domains and steganalysis techniques for the 

detection of secret message in the image, authors explore the 

steganography, its history, features, tools and various 

techniques like LSB, masking, filtering and other 

transformations used for hiding messages in an image. The 

paper also describes various methods to hide the secret or 

confidential message in an original file so that it is 

unintelligible to an interceptor [18], addressed the concept of 

embedding the secret message into an image using LSB 

technique and then applied AES algorithm to provide better 

security. Has been presented [19], proposes a reverse 

procedure described in paper by using an alteration component 

method. In addressed [20] user enters username, password and 

a key. A key is taken from automatic key generator device 

which generates a unique key after some specific time. After 

this the secret message and key is encrypted and encrypted 

message is embedded into cover image and stego image is 

produced. In paper [21] the secret message is first compressed 

then the message is hashed and encrypted using encryption 

key. This method results in robust model and achieves two 

important principles of security i.e. privacy and authenticity. 

In [22], a review used for hiding a secret message or image in 

spatial and transform domain. at [23] introduced a method 

where secret message is first compressed using wavelet 

transform technique and then embeds into cover image using 

LSB where the bits of secret message is inserted into image by 

using random number generator. In [24], A. Joseph Raphael 
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introduces basic terminologies of cryptography and 

steganography and ensures that the combination of both gives 

multiple layers of security and will achieve requirements like 

capacity, security and robustness [25] introduced a method 

based on image ranking. Firstly, secret data is encrypted using 

RSA encryption algorithm and then users selects any image 

suited for hiding particular data. This will make difficult for 

attacker to succeed an attack. In [26], it is proved in this paper 

that using these techniques, data can be made more secure and 

robust. Have introduced [27], the method for embedding the 

secret image into cover image using LSB technique and then 

encrypts using DES algorithm and used the key image.  In 

[28], authors first embed the secret data within cover image 

using LSB technique and then apply DES encryption method 

for encrypting the data which provides better security. In [29], 

authors first encrypts the data with RC4 encryption algorithm 

and then embeds in BMP cover image using three different 

steganographic methods. In  [30], embeds the secret image 

into 24 bit or 8 bit image by using LSB and then evaluated 

results for 2, 4, 6 LSB for a .png file and a .bmp file. In [31], 

authors proposed a new technique called metamorphic 

cryptography where secret image is encrypted and transformed 

into a cipher image using key and this cipher image is 

embedded into a cover image by converting it into an 

intermediate text and finally transformed once again into an 

image. In the paper at [32], have been suggested basic 

terminologies of steganography, steganography techniques, 

classifications and review of previous work done by 

researchers. In the paper at [33], has discussed a method of 

hiding information on the billiboard. This method can be used 

for announcing a secret message in public place. In paper [34], 

user selects secret image in BMP format and encrypts using 

BLOWFISH cryptography Algorithm because BLOWFISH is 

faster, stronger and gives good performance when compared 

with DES, 3DES, AES, RC6, RC4. Has been discussed [35], 

approach to hide an image i.e. Hide behind Corner (HBC) 

algorithm is used to place a key at the image corners. All the 

keys at the corners are encrypted by generating Pseudo 

Random Numbers. Then the hidden image is transmitted. The 

receiver should know all the keys that are used at the corners 

while encrypting the image. Reverse Data Hiding (RDH) is 

used to get the original image and the original image is 

produced when all the corners are unlocked with proper secret 

keys used for hiding the image. In [36], user enters username, 

password to login into the system. After successful login, user 

can embed secret message into an image using a key and 

produces stego image. Same key is used at receiver site for 

retrieving the hidden data. Here the secret message is 

transferred into text file first. Then the text file is compressed 

into zip file, the zip text file then is used for converting it into 

binary codes. Zipping the text file is more secured and is hard 

to detect.  

In [37], authors present a new technique for hiding 

information based on Huffman encoding. The gray level image 

of size m*n and p*q is taken as cover image and secret image 

respectively. The Huffman encoding is performed over secret 

image and each bit of Huffman code of secret image or a 

message is embedded into cover image by using LSB. The 

paper at [38] is similar to where secret data is encrypted using 

RSA encryption algorithm and then user selects any image 

suited for hiding particular data and then this secret data is 

embedded into cover image using LSB. Finally, a stego image 

has been produced. In [39], paper presents a method for 

encrypting and decrypting a secret file which embeds into 

image file using random LSB insertion method in which bits 

of secret message are spread into image bits randomly. These 

random numbers are generated by using a key. In [40], the 

secret message or data can be hidden in any image, audio or 

video which provides more security. The secret data is first 

encrypted using AES algorithm and key is hashed using SHA-

1 to prevent from attacks then user can hide the cipher data in 

image, audio or video using LSB technique [41]-[42]. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper provides literature reviews on conventional 

approaches and technique used in the security & transmitted 

data over the data networks. As steganography becomes 

widely used in computing, there are issues that need to be 

resolved. Every technique have its own importance and use for 

hiding the data in image. After the study of the all techniques 

it is easy to decide a particular one for secret communication. 

Future work can be done in way to combining the concepts of 

cryptography and steganography, to provide more security to 

the secrete message. 
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